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AbstrAct 

Localized carbon dioxide (CO2) corrosion is the most danger-
ous type of internal corrosion to mild steel pipelines in the oil 
and gas industry since the penetration rate of localized cor-
rosion can be one or more magnitudes higher than that of 
uniform corrosion. In this study, the focus is on propagation 
of localized CO2 corrosion on mild steel that occurs by a gal-
vanic mechanism. A galvanic cell is established by the cou-
pling of two distinct areas in a conductive CO2 solution: a 
bare steel surface and an iron carbonate (FeCO3) layer-cov-
ered steel surface. It was found that localized CO2 corrosion 
propagates when a stable difference in corrosion potential is 
established between the anode (bare steel surface) and the 
cathode (FeCO3-covered surface). Stable propagation will occur 
only when the conditions are in the “gray zone,” i.e., close to 
saturation with respect to FeCO3, when no significant FeCO3 
dissolution nor precipitation is expected. Practically, this cor-
responds to when FeCO3 supersaturation (SSFeCO3

) is in the 
range from 0.5 to 2. The key environmental factors that affect 
propagation of localized CO2 corrosion of mild steel are tem-
perature, pH, partial pressure of CO2, salt concentration, and 
flow velocity. A protective FeCO3 layer forms at high tempera-
ture (>50°C); therefore, the galvanic mechanism of localized 
corrosion is valid only in this range. pH needs to be such that 
moderately protective FeCO3 layers form, typically at pH 5.5 to 

6.5. Critical partial pressures of CO2 is around 0.1 bar to 
2 bar, above this very protective FeCO3 films form at high tem-
perature, giving a very low likelihood of localized attack. The 
solubility of FeCO3 increases with increasing salt concentra-
tion, making it more difficult to form protective FeCO3 lay-
ers and more likely to get localized corrosion propagation. 
Turbulent flow assists localized corrosion propagation by 
sweeping away corrosion products from the rapidly corroding 
steel surface and thereby preventing reformation of the protec-
tive FeCO3 layer.

KEY WORDS: carbon dioxide corrosion, environmental factors, 
galvanic cell, localized corrosion, pit geometry, propagation

IntroductIon

Localized carbon dioxide (CO2) corrosion is the most 
dangerous type of internal corrosion of mild steel 
pipelines seen in the oil and gas industry. The pene-
tration rate of localized corrosion can be one or more 
magnitudes higher than that of uniform corrosion. 
This process has been observed frequently in the field 
and was widely studied in the past.1-33

A number of environmental factors have been 
associated with the onset of localized corrosion of 
mild steel pipelines. These include poor corrosion 
inhibition, local water separation in oil-water flow, 
differential condensation in wet gas flow, and flow dis-
turbances such as weld beads, flanges, the presence 
of bacteria, solids, organic acids, hydrogen sulfide, 
etc. However, a comprehensive mechanism of “pure” 
localized CO2 corrosion of mild steel, even without 
these complicating factors is still not well defined.

Localized corrosion mechanism scenarios “bor-
rowed” from other mild steel and passive metal pit-
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ting studies, which have been invoked repeatedly in 
the past trying to explain localized CO2 corrosion, 
including differential aeration,34 pit acidification,35 
and point defect mechanism,36-37 do not apply. Differ-
ential aeration cannot be considered for obvious rea-
sons, because most CO2 systems are oxygen-free. The 
mechanism of pit acidification does not seem to hold 
because of the strong buffering capacity of CO2 solu-
tions, i.e., pH changes are much more difficult to 
achieve in this case, particularly the large changes 
needed to explain the pit acidification theory. Further-
more, pit acidification is usually related to the forma-
tion of ferric oxides and hydroxides, which are not 
seen in CO2 corrosion due to the absence of oxygen. 
The point defect mechanism valid for passive metals 
does not apply either since the nature of localized CO2 
corrosion of mild steel is rather different to the one 
seen when mild steel passivates in neutral or alkaline 
solutions. This type of attack is usually qualified as 
“mesa attack” (Figure 1), including large receded areas 
free of corrosion products that have corroded severely, 
sharply divided from surrounding protected areas cov-
ered with a corrosion product. The name “mesa” is 
borrowed from the same term used to describe well-
known geologic formations.

Another overlapping term, which can be found in 
the literature for this type of attack, is “flow-induced 
localized corrosion” or FILC.10-17 The name implies 
that the type of attack is related to the corrosion prod-
uct film being locally removed by flow, causing the 
metal to be exposed directly to the corrosive environ-
ment. While this is a plausible explanation for local-
ized corrosion initiation, it cannot explain the process 
of localized attack propagation. If film removal by flow 
was the full explanation, localized CO2 corrosion of 
mild steel would not be any more severe than that of 
bare steel corrosion at any given set of conditions—in 
reality, it is. Furthermore, this type of localized cor-
rosion is observed under very mild flow conditions 
and even in stagnant solutions;18 therefore, additional 
explanation is required.

Nyborg and Dugstad21-24 reported observations of 
localized corrosion initiation using an optical imag-
ing technique. According to them, given the right set 
of conditions (involving specific water chemistry and 
flow), localized corrosion initiates underneath a cor-
rosion product layer made up predominantly from 
iron carbonate (FeCO3). Larger pits form by merging 
with neighboring pits. The unsupported “covers” of 
the pits made up from the corrosion product layer are 
removed by flow turbulence, exposing the bare steel 
to an aggressive environment, leading to localized cor-
rosion propagation. A hypothesis was made about the 
galvanic nature of the localized corrosion propagation 
process, without any further elaboration.

Actually, the galvanic mechanism was often 
invoked in connection with localized CO2 corrosion 
propagation in the past.3-6,8,19-20,21-24 For example, 

Achour,8 based on his own observations, arbitrarily 
assumed a potential difference between the protected 
and unprotected areas to be 100 mV. While this is 
possible, there are no studies that have clearly pro-
vided evidence in support of the apparent galvanic 
mechanism of localized CO2 corrosion propagation. 
This is the subject of the present study.

In this study, propagation of localized corrosion 
is hypothesized to occur when a galvanic cell is estab-
lished by coupling two distinct areas, a bare steel sur-
face (acting as an anode) and an FeCO3 layer-covered 
steel surface (acting as a cathode), in a conductive 
CO2 solution. It should be noted that in the present 
work, the discussion will not be focused on mecha-
nisms leading to localized attack initiation since there 
seems to be consensus that this happens when por-
tions of the protective FeCO3 film are removed from 
the steel surface by chemical or mechanical means. 

In the present work, an attempt will be made to 
answer two basic questions:

—What is the mechanism of the accelerated local-
ized corrosion propagation on mild steel in CO2 
solutions?

—Which are the key factors that influence it?
To answer these questions, an artificial pit exper-

imental setup was developed, as described below, 
which was inspired primarily by the previously pub-
lished “pencil pit”38 and “artificial pit”39 designs. Sim-
ilar experimental designs were used previously for 
investigation of localized corrosion and under deposit 
corrosion where a galvanic mechanism is plausi-
ble.40-43 Marsh, et al.,39 and Turnbull, et al.,38 designed 
an artificial pit (or “pencil pit” as it was called in the 
first publication38) to investigate the effect of inhibi-
tors on localized corrosion. In their designs, the anode 
and cathode were isolated from each other to measure 
galvanic coupling, resulting in localized corrosion. The 
two electrodes were physically separated: in Marsh’s, 

FIguRE 1. Section of a corroded pipe showing localized attack. 
Image source ConocoPhillips, with permission.
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et al.,39 case—within a single cell; in Turnbull’s, et 
al.,38 case—between two glass cells connected with 
a salt bridge. The latter made it easier to control 
the separate aqueous environments, but also intro-
duced experimental problems; namely, it is difficult 
to ensure exactly the same corrosive environment for 
the anode and cathode when in two different cells. In 
both studies, the most serious drawback was related 
to the physical separation distance of the anode and 
cathode. This gives rise to ohmic resistance in the 
aqueous phase during any galvanic current measure-
ments. In reality, the anode and cathode are part of 
the same steel substrate in very close proximity; this 
was the first modification that was better accounted 
for in the new artificial pit design. The present design 
is referred to below as the “artificial pit” (AP). 

ExpErImEntAl dEsIgn

Artificial Pit Design
The goal of the new AP technique was to simu-

late a localized corrosion geometry including open pits 
(both receded and shallow) as well as occluded pits, 
using in situ measurements. The design of the new AP 
is shown in Figure 2, the main features being:

—The cathode is a 16-cm2 round, flat surface, 
which is approximately 1,000 times larger than 
the 0.018-cm2 anode.

—The cathode and anode are electronically insu-
lated from each other by a ca. 1-mm-thick poly-
vinyl chloride (PVC) coating on the anode’s 
outer wall. This prevents short-circuiting by 
direct contact between the anode’s outer wall 
and the cathode’s inner wall in the solution 
while keeping them as close as possible.

—The anode and cathode are externally con-
nected by a zero-resistance ammeter (ZRA). 
This mimics reality where the pit bottom is 
directly connected to the surrounding steel  
surface.

—The depth of the anode is adjustable. This 
allows investigation of pit behavior at different 
pit depths in different scenarios of pit propaga-
tion.

—All parts of the artificial pit are tightly com-
pacted into one unit. The environment for the 
anode and cathode is similar since they are 
located in the same glass cell. 

As shown in the design of the artificial pit, the 
coupling current (galvanic current) and the mixed 

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

FIguRE 2. (a) Fully assembled artificial pit, (b) cutaway side view, (c) enlarged bottom view of cathode; center hole for 
anode, and (d) detailed cross section view.
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potential (galvanic potential) can be monitored while 
the anode and cathode are connected externally via a 
ZRA. The electrochemical characteristics for the dis-
connected anode and cathode can also be measured 
by available techniques including linear polarization 
resistance (LPR) at a sweep rate of 0.2 mV/s within  
±5 mV vs. open-circuit potential (OCP) and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at frequency 
range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz, etc.

Corrosion Cell Setup
The overall AP glass cell test setup is depicted 

in Figure 3. A classical three-electrode electrochemi-
cal arrangement is used, including mild steel working 
electrodes (C1008 [UNS G10080](1) was used for both 
the anode and cathode), a platinum wire counter elec-
trode, and an external saturated silver/silver chloride 
(Ag/AgCl) reference electrode connected with the cell 
by using a Luggin capillary and a potassium chloride 
(KCl) salt bridge. 

Experimental Procedures
Two steel surfaces, serving as cathode and anode, 

were polished using 200-, 400-, and 600-grit sand 
paper in sequence. Each was wetted with 2-propanol 
to prevent the surface from overheating during polish-
ing. Specimen surfaces were ultrasonicated in 2-pro-
panol solvent to remove polishing debris, and then 
dried with a cool air blow. The cathode was placed in 
an empty glass cell under a dry CO2 gas environment, 
while the anode was preserved in a desicator.

An aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl) solution 
was first deaerated with CO2 and heated to 80°C in 
another auxiliary glass cell. The pH was adjusted to 
6.6 by adding a deaerated 1 M sodium bicarbonate 
(NaHCO3) solution. CO2 purging continued an addi-
tional half hour after the addition of NaHCO3 solution 
to ensure the best possible deaeration of the solution.

After the solution was prepared in the auxiliary 
glass cell, the cathode was then submerged in the 
electrolyte by pumping the prepared solution across. 
A deaerated, dilute iron(II) chloride (FeCl2) solution 
was injected into the solution to achieve a high fer-
rous ion (Fe2+) concentration and a FeCO3 supersatu-
ration (SSFeCO3

) of about 300 at the beginning of the 
experiment (actual concentration of Fe2+ was about 
50 ppm), which is required for rapid formation of a 
corrosion product layer. Typically, in less than 2 days 
of corrosion in such an environment, a reproducible, 
protective FeCO3 film was developed on the cathode, 
as the bulk Fe2+ concentration decreased to 1 ppm to 
2 ppm due to precipitation. Combined LPR and EIS 
techniques were used to measure the general corro-
sion rate during the FeCO3 layer formation process. 
When the corrosion rate became stable and was less 

than 0.1 mm/y, the FeCO3 layer formation process on 
the cathode was deemed complete.

Solution conditions were then adjusted for the 
following AP test. The pH was changed, if needed, by 
adding a deaerated 1-M NaHCO3 or a dilute 0.01-M 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution based on the desired 
water chemistry. After that, the freshly polished anode 
wire surface was inserted into the small hole in the 
center of the cathode. The pit depth was adjusted with 
respect to the cathode surface by feeding the wire 
through a compression fitting.

The galvanic current between anode and cathode 
was recorded using a ZRA. The anode and cathode 
were disconnected occasionally for a very short period 
of time (<1 min) to measure OCP and corrosion rates 
using the LPR technique.

Test Matrix
The material used for the cathode and anode 

was mild steel C1008, and its chemical composi-
tion is listed in Table 1. The test matrix for artificial 
pit experiments is listed in Table 2. All the tests were 
carried out at 80°C. The CO2 partial pressure for this 
atmospheric pressure glass cell system was about 
0.5 bar at this temperature (the balance being water 
vapor pressure). The solution was stirred mildly by a 
magnetic stirring bar to achieve a uniform bulk solu-

FIguRE 3. Glass cell arrangement for the artificial pit test cell. A—
Ag/AgCl reference electrode, B—wire connection to cathode, C—wire 
connection to anode, D—pH probe, E—gas inflow, F—thermocouple 
probe, G—gas outflow, H—artificial pit device, I—Luggin capillary 
tube, J—gas dispersion tube, K—hot plate/stirrer.

 (1) UNS numbers are listed in Metals and Alloys in the Unified Num-
bering System, published by the Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE International) and cosponsored by ASTM International.
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tion mixing. The pH, FeCO3 supersaturation, NaCl 
concentration, and stirring speed levels were adjusted 
to investigate their effects on localized corrosion prop-
agation, as described below. The simulated pit geom-
etry studied in this work included open shallow and 
receded pits, as well as occluded pits.

rEsults And dIscussIon

Galvanic Mechanism of Localized CO2 Corrosion 
Propagation

It was hypothesized above that the galvanic 
mechanism of localized corrosion propagation in 
a CO2 environment is driven by an OCP difference 
between a mild steel surface covered with a protective 
FeCO3 layer and a bare steel surface exposed to the 
same conditions. To test this hypothesis, it is impor-
tant to determine whether the proposed scenario is 
borne out by measurements.

A typical scaling process, forming protective FeCO3 
on the cathode, is shown in Figure 4. During FeCO3 
formation, the general corrosion rate is reduced from 
the original value of approximately 1 mm/y, seen on a 
fresh bare steel surface, to approximately 0.1 mm/y 
on a FeCO3-covered surface. Simultaneously, the OCP 
(corrosion potential) initially decreases and then 
increases. The difference between the OCP of the 
FeCO3-covered surface at the end of the experiment 

and the bare steel surface at the beginning of the 
experiment is typically in the range from 20 mV to  
30 mV under these test conditions. This observation 
indicates that a galvanic cell may be established 
between the bare and protected surfaces.

When a bare steel anode was inserted, and the 
anode and cathode were connected via a ZRA, the 
mixed potential was monitored continuously. In the 
same period the potential difference (galvanic poten-
tial) between the anode and cathode was measured by 
temporarily disconnecting the two. The data obtained 

TaBlE 1
Chemical Composition of the Material (C1008) Used for the Anode and Cathode

 al as C Co Cr Cu Mn Mo Nb Ni P

 0.030 0.004 0.060 0.004 0.033 0.130 0.400 0.017 0.001 0.048 0.010

 S Sb Si Sn Ta Ti V W Zn Zr Fe

 0.003 0.004 0.039 0.007 0.023 0.004 0.002 0.023 0.003 0.002 Balance

TaBlE 2
Artificial Pit Test Matrix

 General conditions Material C1008 
  Temperature 80°C 
  Partial pressure of CO2 0.53 bar
  Pit depth <0.1 mm (shallow) 
  Area ratio of cathode and anode 1,000:1 
  NaCl concentration 0.1, 1, 10 wt% 
 
 Cathode preparation Initial pH 6.6 
  Initial ferrous iron concentration 50 ppm 
  Stirring speed (stir-bar) 0 rpm 
  Test period 1 to 2 days 
 
 Artificial pit test Initial ferrous iron concentration 1 ppm to 2 ppm 
  Adjusted pH 5.8 to 5.9, 6.6 
  SSFeCO3

 0.3 to 9
  NaCl concentration 0.1, 1, 10 wt% 
  Stirring speed (stir-bar) 0, 400 rpm to 500 rpm 
  Pit depth <0.1 (shallow), 2 mm 
  Experiment duration 1 to 2 days

FIguRE 4. Corrosion rate and OCP with time for a typical protective 
FeCO3 layer formation process on the cathode during an AP test at T 
= 80°C, pH 6.6, [NaCl] = 1 wt%, PCO2 = 0.53 bar, [Fe2+]initial = 50 ppm, 
stagnant.
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(Figure 5) show that when disconnected, the cath-
ode OCP is consistently higher compared to the anode 
OCP. The coupled or mixed/galvanic potential lies 
between, and closer to, the cathode potential due to 
the much larger surface of the cathode, as would be 
expected from theory. Therefore, it is confirmed that 
the FeCO3-covered surface acts as a cathode, and the 
bare steel surface becomes an anode and a galvanic 
cell is established between these two surfaces. Since 
the FeCO3-covered cathode is much larger, the anode 
is polarized anodically and this should accelerate its 
corrosion rate.

Therefore, it is expected that the OCP difference 
measured between the anode and cathode drives a 
significant galvanic current. The coupled/galvanic 
current measured via a ZRA is shown in Figure 6 
along with the OCP difference between the cathode 
and anode obtained in a disconnected mode. The 
solid rectangles represent the magnitude of the “driv-
ing force” (the OCP difference between disconnected 
anode and cathode) and the line shows the resulting 
galvanic current density as a function of time. It is 
obvious that when the driving force is large (i.e., OCP 
difference between anode and cathode is high), the 
galvanic current density is also high and vice versa. 
It should be noted that the current densities shown 
in Figure 6 are calculated based on the anode surface 
area. One can conclude that this represents explicit 
proof for the hypothesis stated above, that localized 
CO2 corrosion propagates when a stable difference in 
corrosion potential is established between a larger-
area mild steel surface covered by a protective FeCO3 
layer and a smaller-area bare steel surface corre-
sponding to the bottom of a pit or a mesa corrosion 
surface.

Conditions Required for Steady, Localized CO2 
Corrosion Propagation

It has been known for some time that while local-
ized corrosion of mild steel in a CO2 environment ini-
tiates and propagates under certain conditions, in 
other cases it does not. For example, Videm and  
Dugstad3-4 observed localized corrosion in turbulent 
flow only when the solution was nearly or slightly sat-
urated by FeCO3. Similar observations were reported 
by Nyborg  and Dugstad,21,23-24 where they proposed a 
feasible temperature range being from 60°C to 90°C 
for localized corrosion to propagate. Achour, et al.,8 
assumed that the pit propagation ceased when they 
were passivated due to FeCO3 film formation. Sun, 
et al.,25 followed this line of argument and general-
ized by stating that only if the corrosion condition fell 
into the so-called “gray zone,” the localized corrosion 
propagated.27 The gray zone was defined as conditions 
constituting a solution that is close to saturation for 
FeCO3.

Therefore, it is possible to use the experimental 
tools and techniques discussed above and explicitly 

investigate if propagation of localized CO2 corrosion of 
mild steel will occur only in the so-called gray zone.  
In other words, it is assumed that when the supersat-
uration with respect to FeCO3 is high (SSFeCO3

 >> 1), 
the FeCO3 will precipitate on all the surfaces causing 
any active pits to “heal.” Conversely, if the solution  
is highly undersaturated (SSFeCO3

 << 1), then the 
FeCO3 layer on the cathode will dissolve, the driving 
force for galvanic corrosion will disappear, and uni-
form corrosion will prevail. Consequently, only when 
the solution is near the saturation point with respect 
to FeCO3 and is therefore in the gray zone, the protec-
tive layer will neither dissolve from the cathode nor 
will it form on the anode and the galvanic cell will 
operate steadily.

An example of localized corrosion propagation 
when the solution conditions are in the gray zone was 
already shown in Figure 6 where supersaturation for 
FeCO3 varied in the range: SSFeCO3 = 0.8 to 4. Another 
example is shown in Figure 7, where it was controlled 
in a narrower range: SSFeCO3 = 0.3 to 0.9, i.e., the solu-
tion was continuously slightly undersaturated with 

FIguRE 5. Disconnected OCP of anode and cathode and coupled 
(mixed) potential with time at T = 80°C, pCO2 = 0.53 bar, pH 5.9 to 6.1, 
SSFeCO3 = 0.3 to 0.9, [NaCl] = 1 wt%, shallow pit, stagnant.

FIguRE 6. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to anode 
(line) and OCP difference between anode and cathode (points) with 
time at pH 5.9, T = 80°C, SSFeCO3 = 0.8 to 4, shallow pit, [NaCl] = 
1 wt%, mildly agitated solution by a magnetic stirring bar at 500 rpm.
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respect to FeCO3. In both cases, the galvanic current 
was very high initially and then stabilized at a lower 
value as time progressed.

To put the magnitude of this galvanic current 
into perspective, it is converted into a corrosion rate 
and factored into the uncoupled corrosion rates of 
the anode and cathode. The various corrosion rates of 
anode and cathode are compared in Figure 8. Clearly, 
the corrosion rate of the large cathode remains virtu-
ally unaffected by the coupling, while the corrosion 
rate of the coupled anode is doubled.

One situation when the solution is not in the gray 
zone is depicted in Figure 9. In this case, the FeCO3 
supersaturation is maintained high (SSFeCO3

 = 3 to 9), 
and the galvanic current density, which starts very 
high, is rapidly reduced to zero, indicating that initial 
propagation of localized corrosion is stifled due to  
protective FeCO3 layer formation on the anode. In 
this case the pit “healed” and the corrosion rates on 
both cathode and anode equalized and remained low 
(<0.1 mm/y).

Another case operating outside the gray zone is 
shown in Figure 10. When FeCO3 supersaturation is 
maintained low (SSFeCO3

 = 0.2 to 0.5), the galvanic 
current density also gradually reduces to zero. In  
this case, it is because the protective FeCO3 layer 
on the cathode dissolves (as visually confirmed) and 
the driving force for the galvanic coupling (potential 
difference) disappears. Both the anode and the cath-
ode experienced stable, high uniform corrosion rates 
(>1 mm/y).

In summary, it was confirmed that propagation 
of localized corrosion of mild steel in CO2 solutions 
will occur only when the solution is maintained in the 
gray zone, i.e., when the conditions are close to sat-
uration with respect to FeCO3. Multiple experiments 
have shown that this practically translates into a cri-
terion: SSFeCO3

 = 0.5 to 2 when no significant FeCO3 

FIguRE 7. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to anode 
(line) and OCP difference between anode and cathode (points) with 
time when solution is in the gray zone, i.e., SSFeCO3 = 0.3 to 0.9, at 
T = 80°C, pCO2 = 0.53 bar, pH 5.9 to 6.1, [NaCl] =1 wt%, stagnant, 
shallow pit.

FIguRE 8. Uniform corrosion rates for an uncoupled FeCO3-covered 
cathode and a bare steel anode vs. the localized corrosion rate seen 
on a coupled anode at the beginning and end of the artificial pit test 
conducted in the gray zone: SSFeCO3 = 0.3 to 0.9, at T = 80°C, pCO2 = 
0.53 bar, pH 5.9 to 6.1, [NaCl] = 1 wt%, shallow pit, stagnant.

FIguRE 9. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to 
the anode (line) and OCP difference between anode and cathode 
(points) with time when solution is not in the gray zone, i.e.,  
the solution is supersaturated: SSFeCO2 = 3 to 9, at T = 80°C, pCO2 = 
0.53 bar, pH 5.6, [NaCl] = 1 wt%, stagnant.

FIguRE 10. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to 
the anode (line) and OCP difference between anode and cathode 
(points) with time when solution is not in the gray zone, i.e.,  
the solution is undersaturated: SSFeCO3 = 0.2 to 0.5, at T = 80°C, 
pCO2 = 0.53 bar, pH 5.8, [NaCl] = 1 wt%, solution is mildly stirred by a 
magnetic bar at 100 rpm.
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dissolution nor additional precipitation is expected 
and the galvanic cell is stabilized.

Environmental Factors Affecting Propagation 
of Localized Corrosion

Since FeCO3 supersaturation (SSFeCO3
) is found to 

be one of the key factors that determines propagation 
of localized corrosion when a galvanic cell is estab-
lished, let us take a closer look at which environmen-
tal factors affect it most. SSFeCO3

 is defined as the ratio 
of the concentration product of iron and carbonated 
ions and the solubility product:

 
SS

K
FeCO

sp
3

2
3
2

=
+[ ]Fe[ ]Fe2[ ]2+[ ]+ [ ]CO[ ]CO3[ ]3

2[ ]2[ ]–[ ]

 
(1)

where [Fe2+] is the actual concentration of the iron ion, 
[CO3

2–] is the actual concentration of the carbonate ion, 
and Ksp is the solubility product for FeCO3. To put it 
simply, the SSFeCO3

 expresses the degree of departure 
from thermodynamic equilibrium for FeCO3.

Ferrous ion, Fe2+, is a product of iron dissolution 
and concentrations of [Fe2+] can readily be measured. 
The carbonate ion, CO3

2–, is assumed to be in equi-
librium with the other carbonic species in solution; 
one can write [CO3

2–] = cCO3
2–, where cCO3

2– is the equilib-
rium concentration. It is influenced by the amount 
of dissolved CO2, and pH can be readily calculated 
from simple water chemistry models.45-46 The perti-
nent chemical reactions and their equilibrium con-
stants are briefly reproduced in Tables 3 and 4 for 
the convenience of the reader, where K represents the 
equilibrium constant for a given reaction and c the 
equilibrium concentration of a given species.

The solubility product (Ksp) of FeCO3 has been 
the subject of some controversy and many different 
expressions exist.48-56 Here, the latest equation57 that 
accounts for both the effects of temperature and ionic 
strength was used:
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where TK is the temperature in Kelvin. Ionic strength 
(I) is defined as:47
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where mi is the molarity of species i, zi is the charge of 
the species i, and the symbol + or – indicates the posi-
tive or negative charge carried by an ion. The equilib-
rium equations listed above can be used to determine 
the actual concentration of the bicarbonate ion [CO3

2–] 
required for calculation of SSFeCO3

.
By looking at the expression for SSFeCO3

 above, it 
appears that the key factors that affect it are the con-
centrations of ferrous ion [Fe2+] and the bicarbon-
ate ion [CO3

2–]. The Fe2+ concentration [Fe2+] is usually 
known, and in the field it is typically present in the 
concentration range of a few ppm (0 to 10 ppm), while 
in the lab its concentration can be set and controlled 
to a desired value. Clearly, a large concentration of 
Fe2+ will lead to supersaturation and precipitation of 
FeCO3, particularly at higher temperatures (>60°C) 
when the kinetics is fast. This fact was used in the 
present study where rapid formation of FeCO3 lay-
ers was enabled by manipulating the concentration 
of Fe2+. On the other hand, the concentration of the 
bicarbonate ion [HCO3

–] is determined primarily by pH 
and partial pressure of CO2.

It should be noted that the present analysis relies 
primarily on thermodynamic considerations. Clearly, 
the kinetics of FeCO3 film formation is another impor-
tant factor that lies beyond the scope of this discus-
sion. While FeCO3 supersaturation, SSFeCO3

, is one of 

TaBlE 3
Chemical Reactions for the CO2 Aqueous Environment45-46

      Reaction Equilibrium Constant

 Carbon dioxide dissolution CO2(g) 
Ksol← →K← →Kso← →sol← →l← →← →  CO2  Ksol = cCO2

/pCO2

 Carbon dioxide hydration CO2 + H2O 
Khy← →hy← →hy← →← →  H2CO3  Khy = cH2CO3

/cCO2

 Carbonic acid dissociation H2CO3 
Kca← →K← →Kca← →ca← →← →  H+ + HCO3

–  Kca = cH+cHCO3
–/cH2CO3

 Bicarbonate anion dissociation HCO3
– 

Kbi← →K← →Kbi← →bi← →← →  H+ + CO3
2–  Kbi = cH+cCO3

2–/cHCO3
–

 Water dissociation H2O 
Kwa← →K← →Kwa← →wa← →← →  H+ + OH–  Kwa = cH+cOH–

 Ferrous carbonate precipitation Fe2+ + CO3
2– 

Ksp← →sp← →sp← →← →  FeCO3(s)  Ksp = cFe2+cCO3
2–

TaBlE 4
Values of the Equilibrium Constants for the Reactions 

Listed in Table 345-46

 Ksol = 1.45
1.00258

 × 10–(2.27+5.65×10–3 Tf–8.06×10–6 T
f
2+0.075×I) mol/bar

 Khy = 2.58 × 10–3

 Kca = 387.6 × 10–(6.41–1.594×10–3 T
f
+8.52×10–6 T

f
2–3.07×10–5 p–0.4772×I0.5+0.1180×I) molar

 Kbi = 10–(10.61–4.97×10–3 T
f
+1.331×10–5 T

f
2–2.624×10–5 p–1.166×I0.5+0.3466×I) molar

 Kwa = 10–(29.3868–0.0737549×T
K

+7.4788×T
K
2) molar2

Tf is the temperature in Fahrenheit, TK is absolute temperature, I is 
ionic strength in molar, and p is the pressure in psi.
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the key factors determining the kinetics, the other 
one is temperature. Only at high temperature (>50°C) 
does FeCO3 form fast enough to overpower the under-
mining corrosion process and form a protective layer. 
Therefore, the galvanic mechanism of localized corro-
sion considered here does not carry over to lower tem-
peratures, and all the experiments in this study were 
conducted at 80°C.

Effect of pH — As the pH increases (H+ concen-
tration decreases), the CO3

2– concentration increases, 
which can be easily understood by inspecting the 
equilibrium reactions listed in Table 3. In Figure 11, 
the calculated effect of pH on solubility of FeCO3 is 
shown for a given set of operating conditions. Similar 
graphs for other conditions can be created by solving 
the equilibrium equations given above. Also in Fig-
ure 11, the calculated effect of pH on the gray zone 
is shown, where propagation of localized corrosion 
can be expected. Practical limits for the gray zone are 
taken to be 0.5 < SSFeCO3 < 2, as discussed above. If 
one assumes that the range for Fe2+ concentration is 
0 to 10 ppm in the field, then under these conditions 
the graph suggests that it is unlikely to get FeCO3 pre-
cipitation and localized corrosion propagation below 
pH 5.6. One can judge in this case that the localized 
attack is possible in the range from pH 5.7 to 6.4. 
Above pH 6.6, it appears that, for almost any Fe2+ con-
centration, FeCO3 will precipitate and low uniform 
corrosion rates will prevail.

This was confirmed by conducting artificial pit 
tests where all parameters were identical, other than 
the pH (Figure 12). The first case at pH 5.9, where  
significant galvanic current and localized corrosion 
was obtained, was already discussed above. In an 
identical experiment conducted at pH 6.6, the gal-
vanic current rapidly diminished and no localized  
corrosion could be observed. Very low general corro-
sion rates were obtained on both anode and cathode 
(<0.1 mm/y).

Effect of CO2 Partial Pressure — The effect of CO2 
partial pressure on solubility of FeCO3 and indirectly 
on localized corrosion propagation likelihood can also 
be deduced by looking at the reaction equilibria pre-
sented above. All other conditions being the same, 
higher partial pressure of CO2 leads to higher dis-
solved CO2 concentration and eventually to higher 
concentrations of the CO3

2– ion. This means that the 
solubility of FeCO3 decreases with increasing partial 
pressure of CO2 as shown in Figure 13. It can be seen 
that at these conditions, FeCO3 will readily form as 
the partial pressure of CO2 exceeds 2 bar for any mea-
surable Fe2+ concentration (>1 ppm) and can hardly 
be avoided at even higher partial pressures of CO2. 
The gray zone conditions can be met practically only 
in the lower range of partial pressures of CO2, which 
are most common for field conditions (<2 bar). At 
higher partial pressures of CO2 the gray zone is feasi-
ble only for very low Fe2+ concentrations (<1 ppm), giv-
ing way to protective FeCO3 film formation, suggesting 
a very low likelihood of both uniform and localized 
attack at these conditions.

Effect of Salt — Another factor that does not 
appear explicitly in the expression for SSFeCO3

 above, 
but needs to be considered, is the effect of salt (NaCl). 
Typical concentrations seen in the field brine are 1 wt% 
to 3 wt% while condensed water seen in wet gas lines 

FIguRE 11. Calculated pH effect on solubility of FeCO3 and the “gray 
zone” at T = 80°C, pCO2 = 0.53 bar, [NaCl] = 1 wt%.

FIguRE 13. Calculated effect of CO2 partial pressure on solubility 
of FeCO3 and the “gray zone” at T = 80°C, pH 6.0, [NaCl] = 1 wt%.

FIguRE 12. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to the 
anode with time for different pH at T = 80°C, pCO2 = 0.53 bar, SSFeCO3 
≈ 0.5 to 4, shallow pit, [NaCl] = 1 wt%, stagnant.
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has no salt. However, cases with up to 20 wt% of salt 
in the brine are not uncommon. In a recent study, no 
effect of salt on general CO2 corrosion was found 
across a broad concentration range. However, a Cl– 
ion concentration effect on localized CO2 corrosion 
has been reported in the literature,16,25,27 with lower 
pit density16 and higher localized corrosion rate25,27 
observed at higher NaCl concentration. In the first 
approximation, the effect of salt can be included in 
this analysis by looking at the effect it has on reaction 
equilibria shown above, by considering a change in 
ionic strength of the solution. This is summarized in 
Figure 14, where the calculated effect of NaCl concen-
tration on the solubility of FeCO3 and the gray zone is 
shown, for a given set of operating conditions. It can 
be seen that the solubility of FeCO3 increases with 
increasing salt concentration, making of more difficult 
to form protective FeCO3 layers. Interestingly, it also 
shows that the “gray zone” widens as the salt concen-
tration increases, making it more likely to get local-
ized corrosion propagation as the concentration of 
NaCl increases.

To verify this observation, a series of AP tests 
were conducted at various salt concentrations. The 
results are summarized in Figure 15, where a sig-
nificant effect of salt concentration on the galvanic 
current is evident. The highest localized attack was 
obtained for the highest NaCl concentration. No local-
ized attack was obtained for the lowest NaCl concen-
tration, what could also be attributed, in part, to the 
lower conductivity of the solution.

Effect of Flow — Fluid flow was already mentioned 
as one of the key factors in initiation of localized CO2 
corrosion of mild steel. In this study, the focus is on 
localized corrosion propagation and the role of mix-
ing introduced by turbulent flow. To study this effect, 
another series of tests was conducted with vigorous 
stirring using a rotating magnet (at 500 rpm) and the 
results were compared with the stagnant test in the 
same environment. It is recognized here that this is 
not the best way to introduce controlled flow condi-
tions; however, it was the only way easily achievable 
given the constraints of the equipment used. The  
galvanic current densities comparison (stagnant vs. 
500 rpm) are depicted in Figure 16. A significant 
increase in the galvanic current density under stirred 
flow condition is observed (although the effect seems 
to diminish over time). The large difference in the gal-
vanic current can be explained easily by the fact that 
any accumulation of corrosion products on the anode 
was minimized by the flow, because of turbulent mix-
ing sweeping away any corrosion products generated 
in the vicinity of the anode and thereby stabilizing the 
galvanic cell.

In another series of tests, the anode was recessed 
within the cathode by 2 mm, to create a quiet environ-
ment shielded from the bulk flow, which was agitated 
by the rotating magnet. These results are compared 

with others obtained in experiments conducted under 
similar conditions in Figure 17. As expected, the 
recessed pit behaved similarly to a shallow pit under 
stagnant condition.

In summary, these results indicate that once a 
bare steel surface is exposed to turbulent flow, local-
ized corrosion propagation proceeds very fast initially, 

FIguRE 14. Salt effect on the “gray zone” width at T = 80°C, pCO2 = 
0.53 bar, pH 6.0, [NaCl] = 1 wt%.

FIguRE 15. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to the 
anode for different NaCl concentrations at pH 5.9 to 6.0, T = 80°C, 
shallow pit, SSFeCO3 = 0.2 to 4, stirring speed = 400 rpm.

FIguRE 16. Galvanic current density calculated with respect to the 
anode for a stagnant and stirred solution using a rotating magnet at 
pH 5.8 to 5.9, SSFeCO3 = 0.3 to 4, T = 80°C, shallow pit, [NaCl] = 1 wt%.
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due to a galvanic coupling with the FeCO3-covered 
surface. However, as the pit recedes, the propagation 
rate slows down due to mass-transfer limitations. At 
some point, the propagation may stop altogether if 
protective FeCO3 reforms on the steel surface. Con-
versely, if flow and water chemistry conditions remain 
favorable, rapid pit propagation may continue until 
the point of line failure.

conclusIons

v Localized CO2 corrosion propagates when a sta-
ble difference in corrosion potential is established 
between a larger-area mild steel surface covered by a 
protective FeCO3 layer and a smaller-area bare steel 
surface corresponding to a bottom of a pit or a mesa 
corrosion surface.
v Stable propagation of localized corrosion of mild 
steel in CO2 solutions will occur only when the solu-
tion is maintained in the gray zone, i.e., when the 
conditions are close to saturation with respect to 
FeCO3. This practically translates into a situation 
where for SSFeCO3 = 0.5 to 2, no significant FeCO3 dis-
solution or additional precipitation is expected and 
the galvanic cell is stabilized.
v Key environmental factors that affect propagation 
of localized CO2 corrosion of mild steel are tempera-
ture, pH, partial pressure of CO2, salt concentration, 
and flow velocity.
v Only at high temperature (>50°C) does FeCO3 form 
fast enough to overpower the undermining corro-
sion process and form a protective layer. Therefore, 
the galvanic mechanism of localized corrosion is only 
valid in the higher temperature range, where protec-
tive FeCO3 layers form.
v Localized CO2 attack due to galvanic coupling is 
only possible in the pH range when moderately pro-
tective FeCO3 layers form, typically pH 5.5 to pH 6.5. 
Above pH 6.5, it appears that, for almost any Fe2+ con-
centration, FeCO3 will precipitate and low uniform 
corrosion rates will prevail. Conversely, at pH lower 

than 5.5, protective FeCO3 is unlikely to form and 
high uniform corrosion rates are to be expected.
v The solubility of FeCO3 decreases with increasing 
partial pressure of CO2. For partial pressures of CO2 
significantly higher than 2 bar, very protective FeCO3 
films form at high temperature, suggesting a very  
low likelihood of both uniform and localized attack. In 
the lower range of partial pressures of CO2 (between 
0.1 bar and 2 bar), which are most common for field 
conditions, the likelihood of localized attack is highest 
given that the other conditions are favorable.
v Solubility of FeCO3 increases with increasing salt 
concentration, making it more difficult to form protec-
tive FeCO3 layers and more likely to get localized cor-
rosion propagation.
v Turbulent flow assists localized corrosion propaga-
tion by sweeping away corrosion products from the 
rapidly corroding steel surface and thereby preventing 
reformation of the protective FeCO3 layer.
v Pit propagation proceeds initially very fast, due 
to a galvanic coupling with the FeCO3-covered sur-
face. However, as the pit recedes, the propagation 
rate slows down and is governed by mass-trans-
fer limitations. At some point, the propagation may 
stop if protective FeCO3 re-forms on the steel surface. 
Conversely, if flow and water chemistry conditions 
remain favorable, rapid pit propagation may continue 
until the point of line failure.
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